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Cultural Diversity in the Arts Project Grant 
Guidelines and Application Form

Deadline – October 15
PILOT PROJECT – This program may be changed without notice at the discretion of the EAC 

The City of Edmonton through the Edmonton Arts Council established the Cultural Diversity in the Arts program 

to recognize that artists from all parts of the world enrich Edmonton’s cultural scene.  The Edmonton Arts Council is 

committed to reflecting the full diversity of Edmonton’s demographics.

Artists from these communities can apply to any Edmonton Arts Council program, but many also face cultural, linguistic 

or historical barriers to accessing support.   The intent of this program is to provide an entry point, to help these artists 

begin to overcome those barriers, to pursue their professional artistic work and develop connections to the greater 

Edmonton arts community.

Purpose
The Cultural Diversity in the Arts Project Grant will invest in Edmonton’s arts community by supporting projects by artists from 

diverse communities.  Grants are intended to support the activities of individual, Edmonton artists for a specific time towards a 

specific project. Projects can be individual or collective and could include creation of work in any art form.  Professional development 

and mentorship projects are encouraged.

Funds are intended to support

•	Projects	by	individual	artists	or	small	collectives	of	artists	who	are	from	diverse	cultural	backgrounds	 

that may face cultural barriers

•	Project	costs	such	as	materials,	workspace	rental,	research,	personnel	or	travel

•	Costs	related	to	professional	development	or	mentoring

Funds are not intended to support

•	Individuals	who	do	have	not	have	some	established	arts	practice,	or	who	are	not	recognized	as	artists	

 within their own community

•	Capital	or	major	equipment	purchases

•	Formal	education	that	would	result	in	a	diploma	or	degree

•	Projects	that	benefit	an	organization	or	institution	rather	than	the	artist

•	Costs	already	supported	by	the	EAC	through	other	programs

•	Activity	undertaken	prior	to	the	application	deadline

Eligibility
Individual	artists,	and	artist	ensembles	that	identify	themselves	as	members	of	culturally	diverse	communities,	may	apply.			

Applicants must be 18 years of age or older; a resident of Edmonton for at least one year prior to the application deadline, and a 

Canadian citizen or landed immigrant.

Artists that have previously received support from other EAC programs (such as a Grant or Award) may apply.

Artists	may	receive	this	grant	a	maximum	of	two	times.		If	they	wish	to	seek	other	support	following	those	two	grants	they	must	

apply to other EAC grant programs.
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Level of support
Grants may be awarded to a maximum of $15,000 per applicant per year.  Funding is limited and grants are not guaranteed to  

any applicant.

Assessment
A Peer Jury appointed by the Edmonton Arts Council will evaluate all applications. That jury will include artists and arts-

professionals chosen for their skills, knowledge and abilities as outlined in Edmonton Arts Council policies.  All EAC juries are 

recruited to reflect the full demographic diversity of Edmonton over time.

That jury will make funding recommendations to the Edmonton Arts Council Board, which will then be forwarded to the City  

of Edmonton.

Evaluation 
The jury will be guided by all the text in this document that describes the purposes of the program. 

Primary assessment criteria are:

	 •	The	artistic	merit	of	the	artist	as	demonstrated	by	past	work

	 •	The	merits	of	the	project	in	terms	of	artistic	creation,	development	or	advancement	of	the	artist

	 •	The	ability	of	the	applicant	to	undertake	the	project

	 •	Administrative	factors	such	as	reasonable	budgeting	and	planning

The jury will also consider the cultural situation of the applicant relative to the goal of supporting, developing, and connecting 

artists from culturally diverse communities in Edmonton.

Application process and format
Applications must be received by October 15.  When October 15 falls on a holiday or a weekend, the deadline moves to the next 

business day.

Applicants must submit the completed application form and:

I.  Information about the applicant

This must include an artistic resume, as well as a narrative about your history and artistic life.  This should include information 

regarding the applicant’s cultural heritage and self-identification as a member of a diverse cultural community.

II. Information about the project

This must include details such as the type of work you intend to create, or the type of professional development you wish to do.  

You should include information such as:

•	the	motivation	and	planning	behind	the	project

•	what	you	expect	to	achieve	or	create

•	when	and	how	you	plan	to	do	the	project

Be as clear and specific as you can be.  The jury will want to know that you have a clear idea of how you will proceed if you receive 

a grant.

You	must	also	include	a	project	budget	that	describes	the	grant	amount	you	are	requesting,	how	you	intend	to	spend	the	funds,	

and if there are any other financial contributors to the project.

III. Artistic support materials

A large part of the assessment is based on your merits as an artist.  This is, in part, shown by your artistic resume, but mostly based 

on the jury seeing or hearing examples of your past work.  You should include, whenever possible:

	 •up	to	10	images	and/or	up	to	10	minutes	of	video	or	audio	recording	of	your	past	work

	 •up	to	10	pages	of	text,	such	as	poetry	or	prose,	that	demonstrates	your	past	work

The Edmonton Arts Council recognizes that sometimes artists that have immigrated to Canada may not have easy access to past 

work,	so	this	is	not	a	requirement	to	apply.

Digital media is the best way to show past work (digital images, MP3 audio files, or digital video), for this program the EAC will also 

accept small-format hard copies, CDs, and DVDs.
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Alternative application process
In	the	case	when	an	artist	wishes	to	apply	but	faces	language	barriers	that	make	a	written	application	impossible,	the	artist	may,	at	

the discretion of the EAC, submit a 5-minute video narrative instead of written material.

When this alternative is chosen:

•	A	signed	application	form	is	still	required

•	The	video	narrative	must	cover	the	

 - Background of artist

	 -	Information	about	the	project

•	Artistic	support	materials	are	still	strongly	encouraged

•	Grant	requests	of	more	than	$5,000	will	require	a	written	budget

Artists considering this option to apply should contact the EAC Grants staff for assistance well in advance of the application deadline.
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Cultural Diversity in the Arts: Project Grant 
Application Form
The deadline for submission of this application is October 15.	Incomplete	or	late	applications	will	not	be	accepted	or	considered.	
Applications must be delivered to the office of the Edmonton Arts Council, Prince of Wales Armoury, 2nd Floor, 10440 108 Avenue, 

Edmonton, AB  T5H 3Z9.  

I. General Information  

 Name of Applicant 

 Address  Postal Code

 Home Phone  Work Phone

 Email Address    

 Project Summary - in 20 words or less

 

 Project Start Date Project End Date 

II. Grant Request*  (This amount must match the grant amount projected:) $ _________________________________________  
 

III.  Declaration of Applicant  
In	making	this	application,	I	the	undersigned	applicant	or	representative	of	the	applicant,	hereby	declare	to	the	Edmonton	Arts	Council	that	

to the best of my knowledge and belief the information provided is truthful and accurate; the application is made on behalf of the individual 

named on this page with his or her full knowledge and consent; the applicant meets all of the criteria of fundamental eligibility to apply for a 

City	of	Edmonton	Community	Investment	Program	Project	Grant	for	Individual	Artists	through	the	Edmonton	Arts	Council.

      Dated at Edmonton, Alberta this _____________ day of ___________________________________________ , 20________________

 Signature of Applicant  

The information on this application is being collected under the authority of Section 33(c) of the FOIP Act and will be used by the Edmonton Arts Council to determine eligibility for 

a Community Investment Program Grant and for purposes of administering the Community Investment Grant Program.  The aggregate data may be used for program planning 

and evaluation. All information collected by the City of Edmonton and the Edmonton Arts Council is protected by the provisions of the FOIP Act. You may direct questions about 

the collection, use or disclosure of your personal information by this program to the Edmonton Arts Council at (780) 424-2787. 
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